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PREFACE

A half-day workshop on tidal inlet stability was convened by the !{ater Qua'lìty

Centre, Ministry of Works and Deve'lopment, Hamilton, as part of the 1985

Austraìasian Conference on Coastal and Ocean Engineering, at Canterbury

University, Christchurch, New Zealand on 4 December 1985. The workshop was

attended by a wìde range of people inc'luding scientìsts, engineers and pìanners

from government departments, consulting firms, 'local authorities, universities,
harbour boards and industry from New Zealand and overseas (Appendix I).

The objectives of the tida'l inlet stabiìity workshop were to: (1) review New

Zealand and overseas research, (2) discuss the technìques available for
assessing tidal inlet stability, and (3) identify research needs.

A background paper written by the authors and presented by T l-l Hume, is
reproduced in this publication. It out'lìnes management problems in inlets and

reviews recent overseas and New Zealand research on tidal in'let stability
(1975-1985). To suppìement the review the bibliography of tidal inlet stabiììty
(Appendix II ) 1 ìsts ' (1 ) a selection of 31 pre-19?5 pub'lìcations on tida'l
inlets, considered "c'lassics" on this subject by the compilers of this
bibliography and, (2) important 1975-85 overseas pub'ìications, including a more

exhaustive list of New Zea'land works on this and related topics. The background

paper also describes the app'lication of research to management problems,

examines the use and abuse of existing knowledge and tools, and identifies areas

for future reseanch. This document is particu'lar1y focussed on management

prob'lems in New Zealand inlets.

The background paper and related topics were then open for general discussion.
The proceedings are reported here under subheadings, not necessarily in the

order they were raised at the workshop, 'largeìy because some of them were

mentioned more than once. Professol' F Gerritsen made closing remarks.

AppendÍx III'lists technical papens presented at the conference relating to the
subject of tida'l inlet stability whìch are presented in the conference

prepr i nts .

The purpose of this publication is to report the proceedings of the tida'l inlet
stabi l ity workshop, create an awareness of tidal in'let stabi'lìty problems, and

col'late and disseminate up-to-date information on the topìc in a form usefu'l to
resource managers and planners.





Table 1. Infornation

Action

1 Industrial facì I itY
si ti ng

Commercial and residential
deve'lopment

Instal'latìon of Powen
cables and water suPPlY
pi pe1 i nes

Rec'lamations associated
with port and other work

Construction of entrance
training works

Dredgìng for channel
maintenance and sand
m'ini ng (e.g. aggregate,
mìnerals, beach
nour ì shment )

Catchment works (e.g. river
dìversion, stop-banki ng,
drai nage )

I Beach erosion defence

9 Causeways

o

requirements associated with various ìnlet uses

Information GaP

Erosion rate and
adequate buffer
frontage

Erosion rate and
adequate buffer
frontage

Bed level fluctuation
and adequate buria'l
depth

Tidal flow and sediment
tnansport response,
collective effect

Tida'l flow and sediment
transport response

Location, quantities,
tailings disposa'1, and
tidal flow and sediment
transport response

Tidal flow and sediment
tnansport response, back-
water ef f ects, ecolog'ical
response

Effect on littoral
drift

Effect on tidal compart-
ment and fìow patterns,
ecological response
(e.9. changes in sheìter)

Risk

Erosion of
site

Erosion of
site

Exposure and
co1 ìapse of
utÍlity l'ine

Inpai rment
of navigation

Impa'irment
of navjgatìon

Estuary
infilling,
channe I
ìnstabilìty

Shore'l i ne
erosion and
channel
instability,
flooding,
change in
ecol ogy

Down-dri ft
eros i on ,
channe I
instabìlìty

Si ltation,
change in
ecology
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reinstate the pre-diversion sìtuation. In fact, it could have a marked

detrimenta'l effect on present sheltfish qua'lity and flood protectìon works

around the estuary.

The sìtuation is complex, the answers need to be multidiscipì'inary.

ÛVER{iEAS AXD IIE}I ZEAI.âT{D RESEÂRCH

There is a wea'lth of information on tidal inlet stability in the literature.

The biblìography presented at the end of this paper lists, (1) a smalì

selection of pre-19?5 "classic" publications on tidal inlet stability and

(2) the more important 1975-1985 overseas publications and New Zealand works on

the topic.

In New Zea'land the bu]k of research on tidal inlet stabilìty has been undertaken

as part of university research, notab'ly by the Earth Sciences Depantment of

Waìkato University. Until recently the work has prìmari'ly been done as part

of broader estuarine research and undertaken on an estuary-by-estuary basis

(e.g., Hohoura, Rangaunu, Ngunguru, l,lhangarei, Mangawhai, Mahurangi, Auckland,

Tauranga,0hiwa, þ{el'l ington, Pauatahanui, þ"laitara, Kawhia, Manukau' Pelorous

sound, Avon-Heathcote, Delaware and the sounds of Fiord'land). Most of these

works ane'large'ly descrìptive in nature'

Recently, detai ìed process and mode'l'ling studies, as part of port development

ìnvestigations, on estuary and tida'l inlet hydraulics and sediment transport

have been publìshed on Whangarei Harbour (works by 81ack, 1983; Danish

Hydraulics Institute, 1982; Healy, 1981) and Tauranga Harbour (works by

Barnett, 1985; Black, 1985 and Heaìy, 1985)'

The only regìona1 studies are works by Furkert (1947) and Heath (1975)'

Integration of data from more recent studies into a regional framework is being

undertaken by the authors of this paper'

Studies .in progress include those for north-east coast North Island inlets (Hume

and Herdendorf), Rangaunu (Pickrill), Auckland estuaries (Hume), I'lhangapoua

Harbour (co]by), Maketu (Burton; Kingston Reynoìds Thom & Allardìce), Nelson

(Barnett) and Lyttelton Harbour (Curtis) '

APPLICATIOil OF RESEARCH TO IIATIAGEIIEI{T PROELEI,IS

A number of techniques ar-e available to assess inlet stabi'lìty and design
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NEW ZEALAND ESTUARY
CLASSIFICATION

FLUVIAL EROSION
Double spit enclosed (TyPe 3)
Single spit enclosed (Type 4)
Tombolo enclosed (Type 5)
lsland enclosed (Type 6)
Bay-head beach enclosed (TyPe 7)

Morphomeby

J- Strai g ht-ban kqd (TY-Pe 8)

R iver Mouth ---l 3eeil;iåTi;iJ1ði" 
n,

MARINE EROSION - Marine Erosion Embavment (Tvpe 11)

r E cr o N I s M - f Bîlll,,ffi ir Ê fi Lii l"ii'-!,-JJi.l''

VOLCANISM - Volcanic Embavment (Tvpe 14)

GLACIAL EROSION - Glacial Embavment (Tvpe 15)

Figure 1. New Zea'land estuary c'lassification





UNRESTRICTED INLET

HEADLAND ENCLOSED INLET

TYPE 2

BARRIER ENCLOSED LAGOON

TYPE 4 SINGLE SPIT ENCLOSED

TYPE 3 DOUBLE SPIT ENCLOSED

TYPE5 TOMBOLO ENCLOSED

0 1 2- 3km

Figure 2. Examp'les of New Zea'land estuary types.





MARINE EROSION EMBAYMENT

VOLCANIC EMBAYMENT

TYPE 14

GLACIAL EMBAYMENT

TYPE 15

DIASTROPHIC EMBAYMENT

FAULT DEFINED EMBAYMENT

TYPE 12

km

N

û
V

Figure 2 (Gontinued). Examples of New Zea'land estuary types
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overtopping durìng storms commonly trigger an inlet migratony trend.

Cross-sectional stabi'lity re'lates to the variabi I ity of the cross-sectiona'l area

of a tidal channel and its relation to tidal flow charactenistics. Bruun

(19?B) uses the term 'dynamic stabi'lity' by which the e'lements ìnvo'lved attempt

to maintain a situation characterized by relatively sma'l'l changes in inlet
geometry.

Assessìng Overall Inlet Stability
Existing techniques inc'lude ana'lysis of historical data, tnansferring resu'lts

from case studies, applicat'ion of conceptual models and use of empiricaì

formulae. No sing'le approach guarantees a complete evaluation of stabif ity.
The recommended method is to perform the analysìs utilisìng a number of

technìques looking for a consistent trend.

1 Tidal prisr reasurerent

Changes in tida'l estuary prism with time indicates changìng hydraulic and

sedimentologìc conditions in an estuary and large scale sediment infilfing or

erosion. It is essentia'l to carefulìy check datums, make field mesurements

under'average' or'normal' conditions, and'norma'lise' data to standard

conditions for these comparìsons.

2 Bathynetic and aerial photographic surveys

H'istorical bathymetrìc charts, maps, and aerìal photographs are used to quantìfy

the magnitude, locations, and patterns of past changes in inlet channel, shoa'.l,

and shoreline configurations. In New Zealand, vertical aeria'ì photography

generalìy dates back to about 1940 and bathymetr'ic survey data to the mjd 1800s.

For many sma'ller in'lets tidal hydnologic and bathymetric data are scarce.

Analysis of bathymetric charts can also yield addit'ional information on changes

in tidal prism and the capacity of channels to carry f'lows. In all this work

part'icular care must be taken in reducing a'|1 survey data to common datums or

tida'l conditions.

Historical trends can be analysed and used to predict future inlet
configurations (based on the assumptìon that the identified tnends will continue

in the near future) (Smith, 1984). Anothen approach, is to compare the case

under considenation with simì'lar known cases. A classification of estuaries, as

described earlier, ìs useful for this purpose.
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figures, caìculated from 'littoral dnift formulae, measured by tracer

experiments, or determìned by monitoring accretion about coasta'l structures'

5 Physical ard nlrerical rodels

A review of the art and science of physìca'l (hydraulic) and numerical mode'|1ìng

of inlet stabiity is beyond the scope of this paper. sone important references

are presented in the bibliography.

Modern computing techniques and computers have realised solutions to some

complicated hydraulic probìems, particulanly in the bay and throat areas of

inlets, where wave action is minimal, and where tida] flows dominate the

hydrau'lics. The weak links at present ane in understanding the physics and ìn

the formulation of sediment transport (bedload and suspended load) in tidal

channels and in repnesenting the mechanics and meandering and m'igration of tidal

channe'ls .

Assessing Inlet Gorge StabilitY
In'let gorge stabì1ity can be assessed by the

provide a means of designing the theonetìcal

ìnlet gorge:

1 Area-prisr relationshiPs (A-O)

The cross-sectional area of the inlet throat

re'lated according to the Power f unction:

A=c0n

where

[ = gorge cnoss-sectiona'l anea (m2)

Q = tidal prism (.3)

C and n = constants.

foììowing methods, some of which

stable cross-sectiona'l area of the

and the tidal Prism have been

in numerous studìes (e.g. Le Conte, 1905; O'Brien, 1931, 1969; Jarrett' 1976i

Heath, 19?5; Krishnamurthy, '1977; Shigemura, 1980; Vincent and Corson, 1981;

costa, 1982). The A-CI re'lationship nef 'lects the fact that that the size of an

entrance is one of the main factors determinìng the ability of water flow to

transport sediment through the entrance (Bruun and Gerritsen, 1960). Entrances

that conform to the relationship can be considered to be geometnically stable
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purposes (Bruun, 19?6)

A = C2OnlVr,nT

where

A = calcu'lated cross-sectional area at mid-tide (m2)

0 = spring tidal prism (m3)

C2 = non-sinusoidal correction coefficient (0.8-1.0)

Vmm = mean maximum ve'locity (m.s-r )

J = measured tidal penìod (s).

Similarity of A ca'lculated from this equation to that of A measured in the

f ield, 'indicates inlet stabi 1ìty.

5 Stable cross-sectional area of the inlet gorge predicted by Bruun and

Gerritsen (1960)

A = Qm/c 1tr/oÐU
where

A = "stable" cl'oss-sectional anea of gorge at mid-tide (t2)

Qm = maximum dìscharge measured during the tidal cycle (mt.s-t¡
e = Chezy-factor = 30 + 5]og A 1mtá.s-r¡

Ts = mean maximum shear stress = pgvz^ /c2 (N.m-z¡

P,9 = density sea water, acceleratìon due to gnavity

Simi'larity of ca]culated A with fie'ld measuned A indicates inlet stability.

6 StabilÍty shear stress rs
The mean maximum shear stress (or "determinìng shear stness") (Bruun, 1978)

g'ives another measure of stab i 'l ì ty :

r= = pg v2^ /c2

The va'lue of r, depends on the littora'l dnift and the sediment characteristjcs.
Considering inlets at equilibrium on various coasts, Bruun (1978) found its
va'lue to be in a f airly narrow range.

ìight littoral drift + 3.5 N.m-a < Teg < 5.5 N.m-¿ + heavy'littona'l drift.

7 Stability/closure curves

The stabi'lity of a tidal inlet and its potential for c'losing, can be analysed

usìng the O'Brien and Dean (1572) method. Thìs method combines a

cross-sectional anea, Ac, simìlar to that of Escoffier (1940), with the

simplifìed hydraulìc analysis of Keulegan (1967). It is applìcab1e to

relatively smal'l tidal baYs.
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4? Mason, 1981) using the ratìo of baylestuary to ocean tìde amplitude

(a,lao), substituted into equation (1) to derive L. Alternatively, L may be

obtaìned fnom measuring the distance between the tidal deltas on aerial

photographs,

The derived va'lue of L is then used in equation (1) with a series of A" and R

values to derive K values. Each K valuejs plotted on Fig. 37 (b) to obtain

V' va'lues. The V' values are then substituted into equation (2) with the

corresponding A" vaìues to derive Vr""'

Vr", values are pìotted against the correspondìng Ac va'lues on the stability
curve (Fig. 4).

The analysìs may be undertaken for a senies of probable inlet channel length

values (L) to denive a series of stab'i1ìty curves (Ll Ln) (Fig. 5).

Various lengths are jmportant because the length over which the cross-

sectional area may change will influence the hydrau'lic nesponse of the inlet.

By way of.interpretation, the peaks of each curve represent the critical

cross-sectional area (A"* in F'ig.4) for that partìcu1ar channe'l ìength. For

areas 'less than the critical value, the inlet is unstable; i.e. an increase

(decrease) in area causes an ìncrease (decrease) in maximum velocity. For a

tida1 inlet to be natural'ly stable it must operate in the reg'ion A" t A"*; on'ly

in that region velocìties increase with decreasìng A, ìncreasing the sediment

transport rate and flushing of the channel.

If events result in the value of A" to dt op be'low A"* th" in'let is no longer

stab'le because f urther decrease in velocitìes wi 1l result f rom a decreas'ing

prof i le and the in]et wi l'l ultimately close (Escof f ier, 1940) .

fÞsigni ng Irproverents
In practice one is faced with: (1)

anticipation of future deve'lopment,

development, or (2) designing a new

ìn New Zea'land) .

The aim of inlet stabilisation is to

we I I as cross-sect i ona I stab i 'l ì ty .

the inlet, conditions ane relat'ive1y

stabi ì ìs'ing an existing inlet either in

or to rectify probìems caused bY

inlet whene no inlet existed before (nare

achieve a permanent

In the inner channels

simp'le because tidal

lateral location as

and gorge sectìons of
currents are the major
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driving force and hydrodynamic models are successful'ly applìed. However, the

present state of numerical modelling does not permit detailed quantitative

predictions of sediment transport and deposition seawands of the gorge. Even ìn

simple situations where mode'ls may be app'l'ied, the necessary detai]ed f ie'ld

observation and calibratìon procedures will make them an expensive tool, often

precluding thein use.

The interim approach is therefore to use field measurements and well established

numerical hydrodynamic mode'ls to ca'lculate tide'levels and currents, and to
predict changes in bottom configuration from empirical relationships between the

hydnodynamic parameters, 1ìttoral drift, and channel dimensions such as those

described earlier. In practice, the method is applied as an iterative scheme

where: (1) the changes in tide conditions are determined by fìeld measurement

and/or predìcted from a hydrodynamic model; then (2) channel profiles and

littoral drift are adjusted based on the empìrical nelationships between tide
parameters and channel dimensions. In the process of improving 'inlets for
navìgatìon, adjustments ane achieved us'ing engineering works (eg, dredgìng,

nec'lamation, bui'lding jetties, groynes, and weirs) that alter channe'l dimensions

and I ittora'l drif t into the inlet. This process is repeated untì I stab'i1ìty
conditions are f ulf i'l'led. Br uun (1978, p. 384-386) outl ines this procedure.

In utilising techniques which ane frequently applied overseas, we must bear in

mind constraints imposed by the New Zealand scene. For instance, on the

northeast coast of the North Island littoral drift is low (<1oO x lo3 13.y-1,
Gibb 19?8), and numerous head'lands'pocket' the coast into several reaches.

Because the drift is low, the net annua'l drift can vary markedly'in quantity and

direction due to episodic storm events. In'lets fonmed between a rock headland

and a barrier spit are common and provide important entrances to sheltered
mooring areas. With the exception of several majon ports there is little
commercial development in the inlets; although there is ìncreasing use by sma'lì

inshore fishing craft, charter boats, recreat'ional power boats, and yachts.

However, there is usua'l'ly'lìtt'le money for in'let improvements, and jetties are

rare.

UTILISI]IG EXISTII{G K]ü}ILEÍ'GE AT{D Tü)LS

Two key questions that cou'ld be addressed by this workshop are :

1 Are we making good use of existing knowledge and tools? If not, what is
the best means of communicating the information to potential users?
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A HEATH (1975) DATA SET

O OTHER INVESTI6ATORS DATA POINTS
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inlet compared to tidal prism) reflecting continuous adjustments in inlet
geometry made possible by sed'iment avai'labil ity and strong tida'l currents.

At the othen end of the spectrum are embayments of manine erosion and

tectonic or.igins that occur on shores v{ìth neg'ligìble 'littora'l drif t and

have comparative'ly wide inlets (h'igh A-O ratio) because of weak tidal flows

and low sediment avai labi'lìtY.

FUTURE RESEARCH NEEÍ}S

one of the aims of this workshop is to bring together the collective experience

of those present to ident'ify, for the Australasian s'ituation, key areas for

research on tidal inlet stability. In what areas do we need to do research or

survey work to ìmpnove existìng know'ìedge and tools? Suggested research and

survey questions fol low:

1 t.lhat is the role of

barrier breaching,

sediment tnansport

stabi'l ì tY.

extreme events (e.g. river floods, wave topping and

currents generated by extreme tides and effect on

of wave action on ebb tide delta) ìn determinìng inlet

Shou'ld technica'l surveys, monitor'ing and documentation of the before and

after situations of coastal developments be made to a'lìow objective

assessments of the effects on inlet stabifity?

What is the intenre'lationship between inlet-delta systems and adjacent

barnier beaches,

what types of data do we need to co'llect (on a national basis) so that we

can mone fully understand how tidal inlets funct'ion and make better use of

existing tooìs? (e.g. wave climate information to ìmprove estimates of
'littoral drift, regular ground, or aerial photography surveys of inlet
bathymetry).

What is the inf 'luence of marine benthìc organisms (e.g. she'll 'lags, diatom

mats, and polychaete worms) on inlet stabì1ity? (Animal/sediment

re'l at i onsh i ps ) .

t,lhat is the time-frame of events relating to'location and cnoss-sectional

stabiìity?

Should furthen descriptive studies of different inlet types, their
morphology and ìn particular the development of "situation-models" of inlets
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TIDAL INLET STABILIW:

t{)RKsHoP oPEl{ DTSCUSSTOI{

T M Hume and C E Herdendorf

Water Quality Centre

Ministry of l{orks and Deve'lopment

Ham i I ton

The workshop discussion has been summarised under five themes. Technica'l papers

referred to in the discussion are presented in Appendix III.

Erpi rical Relationships

1. The empìrical relationshìps presented in the posit'ion paper were the focus

of inìtial discussions,'in partìcular the use of the anea-prism relationship
(Fig. 6). Initially the concept of 'stabi'lity' was discussed. It was agreed

that stabil'ity refens to a state of dynamìc equ'ilibrium because al'l inlets make

constant adjustments in inlet cross-sectional area in response to changes 'in

physical parameters such as tidal flows and littoral drift. One school of

thought was that those inlets conforming to the empirical relationsh'ip, and

lying within the confidence limits, were'stable', while those outside these

bounds were'unstab'le' and characterised by depositiorr or scour in the inlet.
The other view was that a'stabl'e' inlet was one that if disturbed by an event

such as a sudden inf'lux of littoral sand, would plot off the line, but would

respond by adjustìng area and prism to move back onto the line. Whereas an

'unstable' inlet would show no recovery and keep mov'ing to a situation of tota'l

c'losure on increasing throat area. D. Foster quoted an examp'le of the latter
circumstance from the Forster-Tuncurry entrance on the coast of New South I'lales.

Here, groyne entnance works resulted in an increase in tidal plism and in'let
velocities which scoured the bed, ìncreasìng the throat cross-sectional area.

In'let velocities have in turn increased, the throat continues to scour and the

situatìon is very unstable. This situation is like'ly to continue until the

tida'l range in the inlet reaches that of the ocean.

Prof. Gerritsen re1ated the'stability'concept back to the Escoffier cunve

described in his openìng addness (Appendìx III). For the case of a tidal inìet
connectìng the ocean with the bay or lagoon, the velocities in the inlet depend
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associated with predicting an inlet's equitibnium area from existing equilibrium

equations are simi'lar to those associated with the natural variabi'lity in throat

dimensions of an inlet. That is to say, much of the scatter of the data could

be accounted for by antecedent conditions which would be different for each

inlet. Thus, attempts to refìne equìlibrium equations wil'l not be profitable

unless the response of individual in'lets to various hydrau'lic and meteonologic

events (f'loods, storms etc) is known.

3. ¡lhile empirical models are one approach, it is important that more effort be

applied to understanding and developing the mone complex hydrodynamic theories

behind these relat'ionships. One obvious example is the O/Mtot ratio. What is
that interplay between tidal prism and littoral drift that keeps an inlet open

or shut? The O,/Maot ratio obviously af f ects the area-pnìsm relationsh'ip.

It was noted that of all the empirica] equations presented none had gra'in size

nepresented in them. Whi'le this is not a prob'lem when one is comparing inlets
of simi'lar sediment characteristics, it is indicative of the s'implicity and

potential shortcomings of the approach. l'le need to be develop'ing models that

take'into account more of the variables that d'ictate inlet stabilìty namely,
'littoral transport, f 'luvial sediment, stochastic f reshwater inf 'low, grain size

and density and tidal flow. Initiaìly we need a betten undenstand'ing of the

physìcs of these processes, a point high'lìghted ìn Pnof. Gerritsen's opening

address (Appendìx III). T. Healy gave an examp'le of the problems in sediment

transport mode'l'ling on North Island coasts where sediments ane frequent'ly

bimodal (often biogenic and terrigenous components present) and part'ic1e density
may vary marked'ly due to the predominance of pum'iceous, quartzofeldspathic or

magnetitic sands.

It is aìso important that inlet mode'lling'improve the formulation of

two-dimensiona'l processes, rather than persue the s'impìer one-dimensional

approach described earlier. This is partìcu1arly relevant considering that
inlet processes ane two-dimensiona'1, 'littoral drif t enters the inlet
asymmetnical'ly and flows across the inlet are two-dimensional. J. Hinwood

described a model developed at Florida a few years ago which divided the

entrance area into about six boxes or e'lements. In the two or three seaward

boxes the effect of wave action in stirring sediment was considered so that a

different critica1 thresho'ld speed was used. This did in fact provide a

difference between a shallow and a deep entrance area. The shalìow ìnlet
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double spits are rare (and often temporal). These inlets show the entire range

of f'lat symmetrical cross-sections through to asymmetrical inlets where there is

a clearly defìned gorge. Furthermore bed sediments range from extensive 'lag

deposits across some throats (e.g. Whangateau) to mobile dune bedded sands (e.g'

tlhangamata) across others indìcating a wide range of stabiIity.

Conclusions

1 No distinct and consistant geomorphological controls on inlet stabìlity are

apparent from existìng experience.

2 Some such contro1s are suspected, but more detai'led field work and anaìysis

are needed to define them.

REI.ATIOIISHIP BETI{EEII ESTUARIES AIID THE IN}IER COIITIIIEI{TAL SHELF

The workshop discussed the relatìonshìp between sediments of the inner shelf and

those of the inlet de]ta system, sometimes in considering coastal sediment

supp'lies to the delta systems we are inclined to consider littoral dnift and

ignore the role of across shelf (shore normal) sedìment transpolt that can feed

i nner shel f sands to the I 'i ttora I system .

These processes have been neported acting on the Coromandel Peninsula (Dell et

aì., Appendix III) and Bay of P'lenty (Dahm and Hea1y, Appendìx III) coasts, New

Zealand, ìn papers at this conference. The jnshore zonation of sediments along

much of the pocketed, low littora] drift, east Coronande'l coast, consists of a

medium (to coarse) sand beach, d fine sand sea f 'loor with sma'll-scale

symmetricaì rippìes down to 20 m depth, and a more complex zone of sediments

between 20 and 40 m depth dominated by medium to coarse sands with symmetrical

megaripples, but incuding patches of fine sand. Beyond 40-50 m depth muddy very

fine sand depos.its occur. It is postulated that during onshore stonm swells the

megarippled coarse sediment can move shoreward under the influence of bottom

mass transpont, certainly to depths of 20 m, probably shallower and perhaps onto

the beach. The dynamics of these processes are still being invest'igated. once

in the tittoral system the medium sands can nourish the in'let bar systems.

M. Geary and A. Griffin reported a similar zonation of sediments on the New South

l,lales coast, Austra'lia. Here there is a gradual f ining of f shore f rom the

medìum beach sands, or alternat'iveìy there is an indistinct break bet}ieen the

medium and fine sands at depths anywhere between 5-25 m. Several kilometres out

relict coarse depos'its or very coarse sand, and fair]y large'lobes of sand have
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for costing and budgeting purposes, which ìs perhaps the reason the project

lapsed. It did result in ha]f a dozen reports on extreme events that are quite

useful. Severaì reports were produced and are'lodged with the Institute of

Engineers (Austra'lia) Library. There were only a few copies of each report

produced; copies cou'ld be obtained by contacting the Institute of Engineers

L.ibrary in Canberra. These reponts are also held in the fibrary of the Water

Research Laboratory at the Univensity of New South Wales.

2. F]oods, as dìstinct from storms, can also have a very s'ignificant impact'in

modify.ing the inlet entrance shoals by dumping large quantities of sand on the

seaward face over a few days. This rapìd advance is followed by slow shoreward

migration of the sand under tidal action over 12-18 months or more. Because

shoal formation, nather than gorge depth, is a major consideration from the

navigation standpoìnt ìt is ìmportant to reseanch and model shoa'l geometry and

the nesponse to extreme events.

It was noted that changes in'inlet throat profile tend to manjfest themselves

more as a deepening rather than a widening when scour is predominant.

Converse'ly, large amounts of sediment from catchment erosion, can be dumped in

the throat restricting nav'igation, necessitating dredgìng.

3. Tsunamis, storm sunge and wave set-up were identified as 'floods'of marine

origin that could enter inlets generating extreme water'levels, resulting in
significant increase in tidal currents and sediment transport. Tsunamis in

particu'lar, although rare events, present extreme conditions in shallow

estuaries with a'large expanse of tidal f'lats. For instance a tsunami of about

S m in Tauranga Harbour (New Zealand) would result in an increase in tida'l pn'ism

of 300-400t, On the Austra'lian and New Zealand east coasts storm surge and wave

set-up ìs common but genenal'ly less than 0.5 m. No-one could report knowledge

of field measurements on the topic, however theoretical calculations were

possible, and i t y{as considered to be a poorly apprec'iated ef f ect.

It was pointed out that phenomena that cause an increase in water velocity are

l ikely to have an enormous effect on sediment transpot t because sediment

tnansport increases as the 3rd-6th power of curnent velocity (depend'ing which

formula is used). Other accompany'ing effects include salìnity intrusion which

can markedìy inf'luence sedimentation patterns in an estuary.

Conclusions

1 Most workers intuitive'ly recogn'ise the important ro'le of extreme events'
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be taking place, was deferred for some eight to nine years because of the impact
of this dredging on the estuary.

Some engineering works have little effect on tidal inlet stabiìity. As part of
oi'l refinery terminaì expansions at Whangareì Harbour, the Northland Harbour
Board dredged the shipping channel through the ebb-tidal delta. Since then the
ebb-tidal delta and shipping channel have been exceptionally stable, and has

requ'ired no maìntenance dnedging in about 20 yeans. Reasons for this are that
part of the dredge cut was through soft sandstone rather than mobile sancJs. But
more importantìy there is a very low sediment budget in the harbour and a very
hìgh bioìogical product'iv'ity, so that there ane tnemendous numbers of bivalve
shells which form a channel]ag deposit and make it very stable.

2. T. Hume emphasised the important role of biologìcal material in stabilising
an in'let, but that thìs role is poor'ly understood and often unrecognised. In
Whangarei Harbour shel'l material armours and stabilises the inlet. The estuary
is the location of growìng commercìaì exploitation of shellfish for the local
and overseas markets. The management problem is to define the quota of
shellfìsh for harvest when shellfish provìde an important source of mater.ial for
stabifisìng the inlet throat. Furthermore there is the problem of the oil
refineny on the sand spit at the inlet thnoat. A major chemical spil'l from the
nefinery could kill off 'large numbers of shellfish, producing a'large supp'ly of
shel'l material to the inlet. But what wou'ld be the long term supp'ly? Inlet
stabi'lìty ìn th'is case is closely linked with bioìogìca'l productivity, mak.ing
the situation very comp'lex. W. de Lange made the point that dense'ly packed beds

of 'live she'll f ish can a'lso provide a stabi 1ìsing inf 'luence. Manzenrieder
describes these phenomena (Appendìx III).

3. Ways of predìctìng the effects of engineering work on the inlet system have
been described in the backgt'ound paper and were addressed at the workshop. In
particular those changes that occur over shallow inlet bar systems.

The simpìest means of pred'iction ìs by extrapoìating case histor y data fnom one

in'let to another. Good monitoring of the effects of engìneering works is
essentia'l to faci I itate this. The deve'lopment of conceptual models , f rom

aerial photograph and bathymetric data, of inlet morphometric changes in
response to natural events and engineerìng works is another appnoach. Another
way ìs by fu]1 hydrodynamìc ana]ysis of the situation by making tìdaì
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a stability problem as a hydrodynamic problem; where we have the effect of the

closure on the tide, and the effect of the tide on the c'losure of the inlet and

the stability, as well as the diameter of the sediment, and the equations of

motion for the fluid and the sediment. They are al'l taken into account to

arrive at the solution, which is the basic equì'libnium condition.

I think we all rea'lise that this is the goal toward which we should aim. We are

sti'11 far from that so'lution. We have seen from our discussions here that the

prob'lem is very complex, and that there are diffenent ways of looking at it fnom

different points of view.

In the discussion, the relationship between tida'l prism and inlet cross-

sectional area was emphasised. In a recent study that we did in Holland

for the Western Sche'ldt, we have looked at some other parameters like the

maximum tida] flow, the maxìmum currents and the stabilìty shear stress on the

equiìibrium profi'le. We feel that the tidal prism ìs a good measure, but thene

is also the maximum flow which is an equally good measure of stabi'lity, and can

be used in certain conditions.

The semi-empirica'l approach gìves the advantage in combining some theoretical
work with some empirical work and I think the solution in which we use the

stabilìty shear stress has some advantages, because there agaìn some theoretical
aspects come into play 1ìke the Chezy coeffìcient, the diameter of the

particles and some other elements of interest, the depth of f'low for instance.

They are a'l'l components of stabi'lity shear stress, and therefore affect the

stabifity equation. We have also shown that by using, for instance, the Bijker
formula, calculat'ing transport from the combined effect of waves and currents,

one can actua'l1y mod'ify the stability shear stress for areas outside of the

gonge, which are heavi'ly affected by waves and in doing so, one can actua'lly

include areas heavily affected by waves into the stabi'lity equation, in the same

way as we do for inlet gorges.

We also found that for the inner delta, the channels of the 'inner delta also

behave very n'ice1y in terms of statistical relat'ionsh'ips.

In terms of the maximum velocity, we found that it might not be as good a

measure as we had hoped it would be. I'le found, for instance, that the mean

velocity over a tida'l cycle is in some ways a better representation, and we

found a very strong relationship between the mean velocity and the hydrau'lic
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Because of our own particular needs and'library resources, the'literature seanch

was biased toward New Zealand. Avai'lable 'literature was assembled and

categorised based on the research emphasis into the following 11 top'ics :

1 Descriptìve ìnvestigatìons.
2 Case studies (natural situations).
3 Case studies (engineering assessments).

4 Process studies (hydrology).

5 Process studies (sedimentology).

6 Process studies (biology).

7 Empirical methods.

8 NumericaI models.

9 Phys i ca'l mode I s .

10 Engìneering or management applications.
11 Comprehensive or synthesis reviews.

Books

In the past decade no'less than 25 books have been published which dea'l

exclusìvely with tidal 'in'lets or have major chapters devoted to this topic. A

few of these are regiona'l in nature, but most uti'lise information from a wide

spectrum, of geographic settings.

Scientific Journals
Preliminary review of the 'literature ìndicates that normaìly between 20-25

relevant papers are produced annualìy by researchers working on inlet stabìfity
problems. Papens dea'ling with various aspects of tidal in'let stability have

appeared in at least 24 scientific journals. The fol'lowing is a list of the 10

main journals (ranked by frequency) in which articles on this topic were

published between 1975 to 1985:

Journa'l of Waterways, Ports, Coastal and Ocean Engineering (supersedes Journa'l

of tr'laterways, Ports, Coastal and Ocean Divi sion, ASCE )

Marine Geology

Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science (supersedes Estuarine and Coastal Marine

Sc i ence )

New Zealand Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research

Journal of Sedimentary Petrology

Sedimento'logy
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of publication record. Empirical methods and numerical models nesult in 7t and

comprehensive reviews are 3t. Together biological process studies and physical

model investigations account for less than 2l of the publications' Books tend

to be more heavily weighted toward synthesis reviews and applications while

journals are strongest in process research. conference proceedings and agency

reports emphasise the engineering aspects, while theses are a mixtune of

descriptive and process research.
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